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AMERICAN NAVIGATION
DURING T H E REVOLUTION
By the time the first American man-of-war got to sea, the presently accepted
theory of surface navigation had been fully developed. Magnetic direction finding had been known for five centuries and determining one's latitude with fair
accuracy had been possible for three. Just a few years before the outbreak of
the Revolution the last problem, "the discovery of the longitude," which after all
meant nothing more than the definite determination of time locally and simultaneously at a prime meridian, had been solved in two radically different ways.
The first, suggested as early as 1514, was only made easily available in 1767 by
the publication of Dr.,Nevil Maskel~ne'sNautical Almanack, providing the
necessary data for the computation of lunar distances. The second was the construction of an accurate time-keeper by John Harrison, conclusively proven at
sea in 1762. Both of these had serious draw-backs for American mariners. For
the first method a considerable knowledge of mathematics was necessary and with
that foundation, to use the words of an American naval officer, "After the mariner
has studied and perfected himself in the use of all the necessary books and tables
. . . viz. The Nautical Almanac, The Requisite Tables and Shepherd's Tables,
&c. he should endeavour to get a complete sextant graduated to quarter minutes,
or to half minutes, at most, with a screw to move the index along the arch; Ramsden's intire brass sextants are by far the best, but it is not easy to procure one of
them, as I was near four years after I had wrote for mine before I got it: and
most people, . . . have met with the same difficulty." The second method
demanded less learning but it also required an instrument---eventually known as
the "chronometerM-one impossible to procure, for in 1775 less than half a dozen
existed in the world, all in the hands of the British Commissioners of Longitude.
Hence the American navigator was forced to continue the age-old reliance on
dead reckoning.
What equipment, then, in the face of such conditions, was to be found on
board the first American men-of-war? And by equipment one must include
education as well as instrumentation. By far the majority of the commissioned
officers of the Continental Navy had come from either the merchant service or
the fisheries, and for the most part what they knew of the art of navigation had
been the meager instruction their ambition had prompted them to get from their
masters. A few, for instance Nicholas Biddle, had seen service in the Royal Navy
and presumably had acquired a somewhat better professional training than experience in the Grand Banks, West Indian, or even the trans-Atlantic trade provided. T o be sure in every major seaport there were so-called schools where
navigation was taught, schools, usually run by either instrument dealers or by
ex-mariners. Of these, one school master wrote, ". . . there are many who
have thrown their money away to little or no purpose, by going to School to some
Masters (of hhich sort there are too many) that have only got a Smattering on
the Theory, and a few Terms of Art by Rote, which enables them to talk in such
a manner as to deceive those that go to learn of them . . ." The reading of
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such charts as were available, keeping a log, working a meridian altitude of the
sun and getting a sight on the North Star were the usual accomplishments of the
Revolutionary navigators. When one considers how few vessels were lost by
stranding, they did surprisingly well with this meager knowledge. The unusually well-trained navigator probably could get his variation by a sun azimuth,
and the less knowledgeable by a Polaris bearing. But neither group, nor any
other for that matter, knew anything of compass correction or deviation. Although the position of some forty-five navigational stars had been well fixed, the
only possible use of this knowledge was a meridian sight. Keeping the reckoning ahead of the ship, a bright lbok-out and the sounding lead active were the
greatest assurances of getting the vessel safely to her destination.
If one may judge from the number of copies of navigation manuals preserved
in our libraries and museums, the three most popular were:
Nathaniel Colson: The Mariner's New Calendar . . .
Thomas Haselden: The Seaman's Daily-Assistant . . .
Andrew Wakely: The Mariner's Compass Rectified . . .
All three went through many editions both before and after the War, and the
second was actually reprinted in Philadelphia while it was in progress.
A study of several pre-Revolutionary copies of each book shows the most
worn pages are those on plain sailing, working a traverse, the two latitude computations, the tables for the declination of the sun, and the tables of latitudes,
longitudes and times of high water at each of the world's principal ports.
O n the same basis, the most popular chart atlas and book of sailing directions was The English Pilot, the Fourth Book (commonly called the "Quarterwagoner") covering the American coast and the West Indies and the First Book
covering the British Isles, the Low Countries, and the European Atlantic Coast.
These volumes had been first published in the late Seventeenth Century, and
continued in print until the beginning of the Nineteenth, with some of the charts,
though long out of date, never replaced. Toward the end of the Revolution a
few Atlantic Neptune charts, vastly superior to those in the Pilot, came into
American hands; Captain John Barry, for instance, owned many. As our vessels began to frequent the ports of France, the French imitations occasionally
could be found. These were Le Rouge: Pilote Ame'ricain Septelntrional . . .
Paris, 1778, and Neptune Americo-Septentrional . . . Paris, 1778-80.
Of the physical equipment used by our navigators we have considerable
knowledge through the inventories of two of our frigates, and by actual pieces of
proper date to be found in museum collections. The first frigate launched was
the Raleigh and the last in service, the Alliance. For each, an inventory of
every object belonging to the ship has been preserved. The lists below are extracted verbatim from the original manuscripts; the illustrations following show
examples of the pieces themselves together with sample pages from the manuals
and charts. It will be noted that no charts, manuals of navigation, telescopes,
or instruments for taking the altitudes of celestial objects are included in the inventories. All such gear was the personal property of the officers. This precluded
any standardization: of quality, condition, origin or style. Without doubt the
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simple instruments, such as sounding leads, sailing compasses with wood bowls,
log chips and boards, log reels and the like were American made. Many of the
cross staves, Davis quadrants and a few of the Hadley quadrants definitely were,
but the vast majority were imported, generally from England with an occasional
piece originating in France or the Netherlands.
' Only one American of the period in any way distinguished himself as a
navigator: a privateersman who after the Revolution when the Navy was reconstituted became its fourth ranking captain, Thomas Truxtun. Blessed with a better than average formal education, a short service in the Royal Navy as a pressed
man had added to his training and natural aptitude. At one time he aided Benjamin Franklin in his investigation of the Gulf Stream. Later he was master of
one of the first American vessels to round Good Hope and open the way to China.
In 1794 he published in Philadelphia a book entitled R e m a r k s Instruction and
Examples relating t o the -Latitude and Longitude, Also T h e Variation of the
Compass . . . a book which Doctor Lawrence Wroth has said, "is a contribution
to the art of navigation . . . reflecting credit upon the merchant and naval
establishments of a young country struggling against odds for a place among the
nations. It could not have failed to increase respect for that country among
the mariners of the world."
Marion V. Brewington
w

11. Advertisements of a navigation teacher and
an instrumelnt dealer. Prom the Royal Gazette,
N e w York, December 5, 1781, and the Salem
Gazette, June 24, 1774, respectively.
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Raleigh FRIGATE.

[In the] Captain's Cabin
1 Hanging Brass Compass [Plate XII]
[On the] Quarter Deck
I
2 Bittacles
1 Dog Vane & Staff [Plate 1x1
[Among] small stores
2 Log Reels [The log, Plate VII]
1 Deep sea Line Reel
1 Chest for Compass's & glasses
17 Half Hour glasses
28 Half & Quarter minute Do [Plates V I I and IX]
3 Four hours do [Plate 1x1
3 Two hours do
1 Azanluth Compass [Plate XI]
1 Amplitude Do
2 Sailing Brass Do [Plate XI]
4 Sailing-wood Do [Plate X]
20 Fishing Leads
5 Deep Sea Do [Plate VIII]
'
5 Hand do [Plate VIII]
2 Hanging Compasses
6 Coils large white deep sea Line
6 Log Lines
1 Deep Sea Line in use
2 Hand Lines do [Plate VIII]
1. Fox Papers, PM.

"ACCOUNT
OF STORES
UNDER THE CAREOF THE SEVERAL
OFFICERS
BELONGING
TO THE CONTINENTAL
SHIP Alliance BOSTONNANTASKET
ROAD25 DECR
1781 JOHN BARRYESQRCOMMANDER
AT SEA.'"

2 Log Reels
12 Log Lines
5 Brass Compasses
4 Wood Compasses
1 Hanging do
2 Two hour Glasses
12 half hour Glasses
10 %-minute glasses
1. Hepburn Collection, Philadelphia.

12 %-minute glasses

3 Binnacles
at Boston
16 Hand leads
4 Hand lines
1 Deep Sea' line
6 Log Line
3 Deep Sea Leads

.

recording the "day's work." Colunzns are for Hours, Knots,
ourses Steered, Wind Direction, and Remarks.

VIII. Sounding Leads: Deep Sea and Hand; with Line Reel.

X . Wood bowl Steering Compasses: left, marked: "Made & sold by Benjn. King Salem, New-Engl
Right, sectioned compass by King showing the needle system.

( T o p ) Brass bowl Steering Compass, made b y E. Nairne, London, 176

XII. Hanging Compass, the brass case ''Made by ]no Gilbert Tower Hill, London."

tage London for Zohn Ness Febry 19, 1773."

X V I I I . ( T o f i ) Nocturnals: left, obverse; right, reverse, showing declination corrections for Polaris. ( R i g h t ) Use of the nocturnal: set the
Pointer G(reat Bear) or L(itt1e Bear) on the
month and day; sight Polaris through the center
hole; for G, line the arm with Pointers; for L ,
line the arm with Guards. Read local time on
the proper ring. T h e reverse shows Polaris correction in line with the arm.

X X . ( T o p ) Boxwood Gunter's Rules. ( B o t t o m ) Brass Gunter's Rule, an early tyfie o f slide rule. Traditionally owned b y C a p f
Continental Navy. Marked: "Barrow London," and with the stamp of the East India Company. Courtesy of the U.
Museum, Annapolis, Maryland.

